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Let l be any prime number 2, and let N be any integer 1 with (N, l)=1.
We generalize J.-P. Serre’s The ore me 5.4 in (1976, Enseign Math. (2) 22, 227260)
and The ore me 12 in (1973, Lecture Notes in Mathematics, Vol. 350, pp. 191268,
Springer-Verlag, BerlinHeidelberg) for classical modular forms on 10 (lm) and
(11 (l) for l3) and l-adic modular forms on SL2 (Z) to arbitrary classical
modular forms of nebentypus of level Nlm and l-adic modular forms of level N. We
express any modular form of nebentypus of level Nlm as an l-adic modular form
of level N. We extend Ribet’s Theorem (2.1) in [8] on mod l Galois representa-
tions for odd characteristics to the case of characteristic 2. Finally, we give another
method using rigid analysis.  2001 Academic Press
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INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION
Let l be a prime number and N and k be positive integers such that
(N, l)=1. For an integer n>0, let +n /Q denote the group of n th roots
of unity.
For a congruence subgroup 1 of SL2 (Z), let Gk (1) denote the C vector
space of holomorphic modular forms of weight k for 1 on the upper half
plane. Let 10 (N) denote the subgroup of SL2 (Z) consisting of matrices
which are upper triangular modulo N and 11 (N) the subgroup of 10 (N)
which are unipotent modulo N. If : (ZNZ)*  C* is a Dirichlet cha-
racter, let Gk(N, ) denote the subspace of Gk (11 (N)) of nebentypus . Con-
sidering  as a character of 10 (N), let 1()#11 (N) denote the kernel of .
Let q=exp(2?iz), considered as a function on the complex upper half
plane. For k2, let E2k denote the Eisenstein series of weight 2k on
SL2 (Z) and E the Eisenstein series of weight 1 on 11 (4) of nontrivial
nebentypus whose q-expansions have constant term 1, cf. [9, Lemme 10]
or [7]. One has (the q-expansion of E) #1 mod 2. Fix an embedding of
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Q in Q l and identify elements of Q with their images. Let | |l denote the
standard absolute value on Q l such that |l|l=l
&1. For a formal power
series H(q)=n=0 bnq
n # Q [[q]] write |H|l=supn0 |bn |l # R _ [].
Let q=4 if l=2 and q=l otherwise. Identify ZqZ with Zl qZl and let
w=|(ZqZ)*|. Let { be the character of (ZqZ)* such that {(x)#x mod q.
Write Ol=[x # Q l | |x|l1]; W(l)=Zl_ZwZ. Suppose 10 (N)#1#
11 (N) is a subgroup of SL2 (Z). For (u, v) # W(l), let jl (u, v)=1 if l=2
and v+1#u mod 2, and jl (u, v)=0 otherwise. An l-adic modular form on
1 of type (u, v) # W(l) is a series P(q) # Q l[[q]] such that there exists
a sequence of positive integers ki and modular forms Pi # Gki (1 ), whose
q-expansion coefficients lie in Q ,
lim
i  
(k i+ jl (u, v), ki)=(u, v) in W(l) and
lim
i  
|P(q)&P i (q) E jl (u, v) (q)|l=0.
Then the type (u, v) # W(l) is determined by P(q) # Q l[[q]], cf. [9,
The ore me 2] and [5, Theorem 4.5.1 and Corollary 4.5.2].
Our Theorem 1 is a generalization of (The ore me 5.4 in [10] for N=1
and :=0) and (The ore me 12 in [9] for N=1, m=0, l3).
Theorem 1. Let 10 (N)#1#11 (N). Let m0 be an integer and let
: # ZwZ. Let g be an element of Gk (B), where B#1 & 10 (qlm) & 11 (q),
with character {: for the action of (ZqZ)* whose q-expansion lies in
Q [[q]]. Then g(q) is an l-adic modular form of type (k, k+:) # W(l) on 1.
m0 being an integer, fix a Dirichlet character .: (ZNqlmZ)*  C*.
With respect to the canonical decomposition
(ZNqlmZ)*$(ZNZ)*_(1+qZl)(1+qlmZl)_(ZqZ)*
we can write .= } ! } |. Let : # ZwZ be such that |( y mod q)= y: for all
y # +w . Let lM be the order of the image of !. We study Eisenstein series
and classical holomorphic modular forms of nebentypus of levels Nqlm and
the 2-adic orders of generalized Bernoulli numbers in Sections 2 and 3, cf.
Lemmas 2 and 3 and Propositions 1 and 2. Then we obtain
Corollary. Let g be an element of Gk (Nqlm, .) whose q-expansion lies
in Q [[q]].
Case (i). Suppose ! is trivial (M=0). Then g(q) is an l-adic modular
form on 1() of type (k, k+:) # W(l).
Case (ii). Suppose M>0. Then there exists an l-adic modular form
U(q) on 1() of type (k+w, k+:) # W(l) and an l-adic modular form
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V(q) # Ol[[q]] on SL2 (Z) of type (&wlM, 0) # W(l) with constant term 1
such that
(g(q)U(q))lM=V(q).
D>0 being an integer let f (z) be a primitive cusp form of weight k on
11 (D) with a Dirichlet character 8: (ZDZ)*  Q *. (Namely f (z) # Gk (D, 8).)
We can write f (z)=n=1 anq
n with a1=1. By a construction of Deligne
[2] one can attach to f (z) a continuous irreducible representation \f :
Gal(Q Q)  GL2 (Q l) characterized by: Tr(\f (Frobp))=ap and det(\f
(Frobp))=8( p) pk&1 for all the prime numbers p with ( p, Dl)=1. Write
L=[x # Ol | |x|l<1], which is the place in Q l . Write F l=Ol L. One
can choose a model of \f that has values in GL2 (Ol). Compose \f and the
canonical reduction: GL2 (Ol)  GL2 (Ol L). The semi-simplification of this
composite representation depends only on \f , cf. [8]. We write \~ f for that
continuous semi-simple representation: Gal(Q Q)  GL2 (F l). One calls \~ f
the naive reduction of \f . Recall Gk (11 (D))=8 Gk (D, 8) where 8 runs
over all the characters of (ZDZ)*. Using our results we obtain
Theorem 2. Let N1 and m0 be integers and let l2 be a prime
number with (N, l)=1. Let f (z) be a primitive cusp form on 11 (Nlm). Then
there exists a primitive cusp form F(z) on 11 (N) such that \~ f=\~ F .
Our new point in Theorem 2 is the case of l=2. Theorem 2 for l3
was obtained before by Ribet in [8, Theorem (2.1)]. Its relation to Serre’s
conjecture [11] on odd Galois representations of degree 2 is demonstrated
in [8]. Our proof of Theorem 2 for l3 is a little different from Ribet’s
in using Eisenstein series of nebentypus.
Our method of proof of Theorem 1 is a generalization of the arguments
of Serre and Ribet, cf. [9], [10] and [8]. For m=0 and l3 there is a
different approach by Coleman, cf. [1, Theorem 9.1]. Though for l5
there are works of Gouve^a [4] and Hida (cf. (1.3) in Section 1 in Invent.
Math. 85 (1986), 545613) on the basis of Katz’s theory [5], our Theorem
1 treats the general case of l2. Even for l5, none of our Theorem 1,
Corollary, and Propositions 1 and 2 is contained in their results.
The referee suggested us another method using Rigid Analysis. Because
of its importance, in the Appendix we give it by his permission.
1. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Since B#1 & 10 (qlm) & 11 (q), we may assume B=1 & 10 (qlm) & 11 (q).
We have 11(Nqlm)/B/1 & 10 (qlm)/10(Nqlm) and 10(Nqlm)11(Nqlm)$
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(ZNqlmZ)*$(ZNZ)*_(1+qZl)(1+qlmZl)_(ZqZ)* which is an
Abelian group. Then we have
10 (Nqlm)B$10 (N)1_(ZqZ)*
where 10 (N)1 is the canonical image of 10 (N)11 (N)$(ZNZ)* by
[1]  111 (N)  10 (N)11 (N)  10 (N)1  [1]. For an Abelian group
G we denote by G7 the dual group Hom(G, C*) of G. We have
(10 (Nqlm)B)7$(10 (N)1 )7_(ZqZ)* 7 (0)
Note that (10 (N)1)7/(10 (N)11(N))7$(ZNZ)*7. For / # (10 (Nqlm)
B)7, write Gk (B, /)=[ f # Gk (B) | f |kg=/(g) f for all g # 10 (Nqlm)]
where we regard / as an Abelian character of 10 (Nqlm) through the
canonical homomorphism 10(Nqlm)  10 (Nqlm)B. We have f |k # # Gk (B)
for any f # Gk (B) and any # # 10 (Nqlm). By this, 10 (Nqlm)B acts on
Gk (B). We write f | # for f |k # for simplicity. By the representation theory
of Abelian groups we have Gk (B)=/ Gk (B, /) where / runs over all the
elements of (10 (Nqlm)B)7. By the isomorphism (0), we may write
/=(, |) and |={: with : # ZwZ. Hence through  and | the groups
10 (N)1 and (ZqZ)* act on Gk (B, (, |)). For each | # (ZqZ)*7 write
Gk (B, |)= Gk (B, (, |)) where  runs over all the elements of
(10 (N)1 )7.
If l5, let E=El&1 . If l3, let E=E4 . Let a=the weight of E. Hence
a=l&1 if l5; a=4 if l3.
First we show
Lemma 1. Let m0 be an integer and let h=n=0 bn q
n #
Gk (1 & 10 (lm+1)) with all bn # Q . Then the q-expansion of h is an l-adic
modular form of type (k, k) # W(l) on 1.
Proof of Lemma 1. We prove this by induction on m using the method
of the proof of [10, The ore me 5.4]. Let Ul , Vl and Wl be the usual
operators for l in [8, p. 645]. As in [9, p. 226], put A=E&laE | Vl ,
which belongs to Ga(10 (l))(/Ga(10 (lN))).
Suppose m=0. Let x and y be integers with l2x&lNy=l. Recall
Wl=( lxlNy
1
l) and Vl=(
l
0
0
1). Put _j=(
1
0
j
l) for 1 jl. Then we have
W&1l _j=(
1
&Ny
j&1
&Nyj+lx) # 11 (N) for 1 jl. Put }j=W
&1
l _j for 1 j
l, and }l+1=( 1 00 1). Using [}j]
l+1
j=1 we obtain that the canonical maps
11 (N) & 10 (l)"11 (N)  1 & 10 (l)"1  10 (lN)"10 (N)  10 (l)"SL2 (Z)
are all bijections if (N, l)=1. We have 1=l+1j=1 (1 & 10 (l)) }j (disjoint).
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We consider the trace map Tr: Gk (1 & 10 (l))  Gk (1 ). Let h # Gk (1 &
10 (l)) whose q-expansion coefficients lie in Q . Then we have
Tr(h)=h+ :
l
j=1
h |W &1l | _j=h+l
1&k2h |W &1l | Ul .
Put $=( lx2+NylNxy+lNy
x+1
Ny+l) # 10 (Nl). Then we have W
2
l=l$, i.e., W
&1
l =
l&1$&1Wl . Note that 11 (Nl)/1 & 10 (l)/10 (Nl), and that 10 (Nl)
11 (Nl)$(ZNlZ)*. Hence 1 & 10 (l) is normal in 10 (Nl), and 10 (Nl)(1
& 10 (l)) is an Abelian group. We have h |k $=h | $ # Gk (1 & 10 (l)), whose
q-expansion coefficients lie in Q . Hence Tr(h)=h+l1&k2h |$&1| Wl | Ul .
Here replace h by hAlr. We have
Tr(hAlr)=hAlr+l1&(k+alr)2 ((h | $&1) Alr) | Wl | Ul # Gk+alr (1 ).
By [9, Lemme 8], A|Wl #0 mod l1+a2 and A#1 mod l. Hence by the
same argument as in [9, Lemme 9], limr   |Tr(hAl
r
)&h|l=0. The case
of m=0 is proved.
Now suppose m1, k4 and the statement of the lemma has been
proved for some m&1. We may assume that all bn are algebraic integers
and that Q<h>=Q([bn]n=0) is an algebraic number field. Let K denote
the minimal normal extension field of Q that contains Q<h>. Recall that
we have fixed an embedding of Q in Q l and identify elements of Q with
their images. Let Frobl be a Frobenius automorphism of KQl at l. Write
"=Frobl |K . Let l be the place of KQl over lZl . Let * # K be a local
parameter at l (i.e., ordl *=1). Following the proof of [10, The ore me 5.4]
and using the proof of [8, Theorem (2.1)] we define sequences [ ft]t=0 and
[gt]t=0 by
f0=0, g0= :

n=0
bnqn=h, ft=("&1gt&1)l | Ul and
gt=*&1 (Eklt&1(l&1) gt&1& ft) for every t1.
(In "&1gt&1 we let "&1 act on the Fourier coefficients of gt&1 with respect
to q=exp(2?iz).) Then we have | ft | l1 and | gt |l1 for every t1. The
weights of ft and gt are klt for every t1. The forms ft and gt are in
Gklt (1 & 10 (lm)) for every t1 by the theory of new forms. Then by the
induction hypothesis, the q-expansions of ft and gt are l-adic modular
forms of type (klt, klt) # W(l) on 1. As in [10] set At=>x=t Elx(l&1) k
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for each t0. The q-expansions of these At (t0) are l-adic modular
forms on SL2 (Z). Then we get
A0g0= :

t=1
*t&1At ft and
h= g0=( lim
s  +
Als&10 ) \ :

t=1
*t&1At ft+ . (1)
By [10],
If t1, the type of At=(&klt, 0) # W(l);
the type of A0=(&k, 0) # W(l) if l3;
the type of A0=(&k, &k) # W(l) if l=2;
the type of At ft=(0, k) # W(l) if l3 and t1;
the type of At ft=(0, 0) # W(l) if l=2 and t1;
the type of h=(k, k) # W(l). (2)
By (1) and (2), the case of m1 and k4 is proved.
Finally suppose m1 and 1k<4. Consider hE. Since its weight5, it
satisfies Lemma 1 by the above proof. By von Staudt’s theorem (see e.g.
[6]), E#1 mod l. We have h=hE(lims   El
s&1) in the l-adic topology.
The last case of m1 and 1k<4 is proved.
Lemma 1 is proved.
Recall Gk (B)=| G(B, |) where | runs over all the elements of (ZqZ)*7.
Lemma 1 implies Theorem 1 in the case of g # Gk (B, {:) with :=0 # ZwZ.
Now let : # ZwZ be arbitrary. We prove Theorem 1 for any g #
Gk (B, {:) whose q-expansion lies in Q .
Case 1 of l3. We use the method of [9, The ore me 12]. Let L(s, {&:)
denote the usual L-series. By [6], there is a sequence [kn]n=1 of positive
integers such that limn  + |L(1&kn , {&:)|l=+ and that limn  +
(kn , kn)=(0, :) # W(l). Write
Ekn ({
&:)=1+2(L(1&kn , {&:))&1 \ :

u=1 \ :d | u {
&: (d ) d kn&1+ qu+ (3)
which is an Eisenstein series of weight kn and converges to 1 in the l-adic
topology when n  +, cf. [9, The ore me 12]. Note that each gEkn ({
&:)
satisfies the assumption in Lemma 1. Hence the q-expansion of it is an
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l-adic modular form of type (k+kn , k+kn) # W(l) on 1. Apply the argu-
ment in [9, p. 234]. When n  +, we have gEkn ({
&:)  g and
(k+kn , k+kn)  (k, k+:) # W(l). Hence the q-expansion of g is an l-adic
modular form of type (k, k+:) # W(l).
Theorem 1 is proved for l3.
Case 2 of l=2. Let :=1 # Z2Z. Let E denote the Eisenstein series of
nebentypus of weight 1 on 11 (4) whose q-expansion has constant term 1.
Then gE satisfies the assumption in Lemma 1. Hence the q-expansion of gE
is a 2-adic modular form of type (k+1, k+1) # W(2) on 1. Since (the
q-expansion of E) #1 mod 2, as a formal power series of q we have
E&1= lim
s  
E 2s&1= lim
s  
(E2) (2s&1&1)E
in the 2-adic topology. By Lemma 1, E2 (q) # G2 (10 (4)) is a 2-adic modular
form of type (2, 2)=(2, 0) # W(2) on SL2 (Z). Hence E&1 (q) is a 2-adic
modular form of type (&2, 0)+(1, 0)=(&1, 0) # W(2) on SL2 (Z). We
have g=(gE) E &1. Hence the q-expansion of g is a 2-adic modular form of
type (k+1, k+1)+(&1, 0)=(k, k+1) # W(2) on 1. (Remark. E(q),
E&1 (q) # Z2[[q]] and E(q), E&1 (q)#1 mod 2.) Recall that the case of
l=2 and :=0 # Z2Z is included in Lemma 1.
Theorem 1 is proved also for l=2.
2. EISENSTEIN SERIES
First assume l3. For an element . # (ZNqlmZ)* 7 , let .= } ! } |
denote the decomposition with respect to
(ZNqlmZ)*$(ZNZ)*_(1+qZl)(1+qlmZl)_(ZqZ)*.
Write lM for (the order of Image !) = (the order of !((1+l) mod
1+qlmZl)). Let !1 denote the element # ((1+lZl)(1+qlMZl))7 with
!((1+l) mod 1+qlmZl)=!1 ((1+l) mod 1+qlMZl). Assume M1.
Then !1 is regarded as a primitive Dirichlet character mod qlM. Write
El&1 (!&11 )=1+2(L(2&l, !
&1
1 ))
&1 \ :

u=1 \ :d | u !
&1
1 (d ) d
l&2+ qu+
which is an Eisenstein series # Gl&1 (qlM, !&11 ), for the definition of which
see e.g. [7]. We write ( Xk )=(>
k&1
t=0 (X&t))k! for k1 and (
X
0 )=1. They
are the binomial functions. Then we obtain
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Lemma 2. Let l3. Let M be the number defined above for !, and s be
an integerM. Assume M1. Then there exists an l-adic modular form
V(q), whose constant term is 1, of type (&(l&1) ls, 0) # W(l) on SL2 (Z)
such that
(the q-expansion of El&1 (!&11 )
&1)= :

j=0 \
l&s
j + (V(q)&1) j,
i.e., (the q-expansion of El&1 (!&11 )
&1)l
s
=V(q).
Proof of Lemma 2. Put A(q)=the q-expansion of El&1 (!&11 ). Let r be
a large positive integer. By [6], we have A(q)=1+c(n=1 cnq
n) where
the cn are algebraic integers, and ordl c>0 with c=&4Bl&1, = # Q(exp
(2?ilM)) for ==!&11 . We have El&1 (!
&1
1 )
(lr(l&1)&1) ls # G(l&1)(lr(l&1)&1) ls
(10 (qlM)). Then, by Theorem 1, A(q) (l
r(l&1)&1) ls is an l-adic modular
form of type ((l&1)(lr (l&1)&1)ls, 0) # W(l) on SL2 (Z). Since ordl
c>0 we can make r  + in A(q)(lr(l&1)&1) ls. We see that A(q)&ls is an
l-adic modular form of type (&(l&1) ls, 0) # W(l) on SL2 (Z). Write
V(q)=A(q)&ls=1+x where x is divisible by q. Then by the binomial
expansion we have
A(q)&1=(1+x)1ls= :

j=0 \
l&s
j + x j= :

j=0 \
l&s
j + (V(q)&1) j.
Lemma 2 is proved.
Secondly let l=2 and (2, N)=1. For an element . # (ZN2m+2Z)*7, let
.= } ! } | denote the decomposition with respect to
(ZN2m+2Z)*$(ZNZ)*_(1+4Z2)(1+2m+2Z2)_(Z4Z)*.
Identify ! with the element (!, 1) of (Z2m+2Z)*7 through (Z2m+2Z)*7
$((1+4Z2)(1+2m+2Z2))7_(Z4Z)*7. Recall the definition of the
generalized Bernoulli numbers, cf. [6]:
F! (t)=t \ :
2m+2
n=1
!(n) exp(nt)+<(exp(2m+2t)&1)= :

n=0
Bn, ! tnn!.
Lemma 3. Let l=2 and m1. Assume that the above ! is a primitive
Dirichlet character ( mod 2m+2). We have
(i) B2, ! 2=(2
m+2
a=1 !(a) a
2)2m+3;
(ii) ord2 B2, ! 4<0. Hence B2, ! 4 is not an algebraic integer.
(By [6], B2, ! is an algebraic integer; L(1&2, !)=&B2, !2.)
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Proof of (i) of Lemma 3. We have B0, !=B1, !=0. We have B2, !2=
limt  0 t&2F! (t) which is equal to the right side of (i).
Proof of (ii) of Lemma 3. Since ! is primitive, !((1+4Z2)(1+
2m+2Z2)) is a cyclic group of order 2
m, which is generated by !(5 mod 2m+2).
Write ‘=!(5 mod 2m+2) for simplicity. Since ! is primitive ( mod 2m+2), ‘
is a primitive 2m-th root of unity. We have ‘2m&1=&1. The ring of the
algebraic integers in Q(‘) is Z[‘]. The prime 2 is totally ramified in Q(‘)
with the ramification index 2m&1=[Q(‘) : Q]. We have Z[‘]=ZZ‘
Z‘2 } } } Z‘2m&1&1 as a Z-module. Note that [‘ j]0 j2m&1&1 are distinct
from one another, and that ‘2m&1+ j=&‘ j for each j # [0, 2m&1&1]. We
have
(‘ j=1 with 0 j2m&1)  j=0;
(‘ j=&1 with 0 j2m&1)  j=2m&1.
Hence we have
(!(a)=1 with 1a2m+2)  a # [1, 2m+2&1];
(!(a)=&1 with 1a2m+2)  a # [2m+1&1, 2m+1+1].
We have a # [1, 2m+2&1, 2m+1&1, 2m+1+1] !(a) a
2=22m+3&2m+3. Hence B2, !4
=2&m&4 (2m+2a=1 !(a) a
2)  Z[‘]. (ii) of Lemma 3 is proved.
Let l=2. Recall the decomposition .= } ! } | for . # (ZN2m+2Z)*7.
Let !1 be the primitive Dirichlet character with !1 (n)=!(n) for every odd
integer n. Let 2M=(the order of Image !1). Then Mm. Assume M1.
Note L(&1, =)=&B2, = 2 for ==!&11 . Write
E2 (!&11 )=1+2(L(&1, !
&1
1 ))
&1 \ :

u=1 \ :d | u !
&1
1 (d) d+ qu+
which is an Eisenstein series # G2(2M+2, !&11 )/G2 (2
m+2, !&1). (For the
definition of the Eisenstein series see e.g. [7].) Then we obtain
Lemma 4. Assume l=2 and M1. Let s be an integerM. (The
q-expansion of E2 (!&11 )
&2s) is a 2-adic modular form of type (&2s+1, 0) #
W(2) on SL2 (Z) which has constant term 1.
We write S(q)=(the q-expansion of E2 (!&11 )
&2s).
Proof of Lemma 4. Put B(q)=the q-expansion of E2 (!&11 ). Let r be
a large positive integer. By Lemma 3, we have B(q)=1+c(n=1 cnq
n)
where the cn are algebraic integers, and ord2 c>0 with c=&4B2, =
# Q(exp(2?i2M)) for ==!&11 . We have E2 (!
&1
1 )
(2r&1) 2s # G2(2r&1) 2s
(10 (2M+2)). By Theorem 1, B(q) (2
r&1) 2s is a 2-adic modular form of type
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((2r&1) 2s+1, 0) # W(2) on SL2 (Z). Letting r  + we see that B(q)&2
s
is a 2-adic modular form of type (&2s+1, 0) # W(2) on SL2 (Z). We have
S(q)=B(q)&2s. Lemma 4 is proved.
In Lemma 4 write S(q)=B(q)&2s=1+ y where y is divisible by q. Then
by the binomial expansion we have
B(q)&1=(1+ y)12s= :

j=0 \
2&s
j + y j= :

j=0 \
2&s
j + (S(q)&1) j.
3. CLASSICAL MODULAR FORMS OF
NEBENTYPUS OF LEVEL Nlm
We use the notation given in the introduction and Section 2.
Let g # Gk (Nqlm, .) whose q-expansion lies in Q [[q]]. With respect to
the canonical decomposition
(ZNqlmZ)*$(ZNZ)*_(1+qZl)(1+qlmZl)_(ZqZ)*
write .= } ! } |. Let : # ZwZ be such that |( y mod q)= y: for all y # +w .
Hence |={:. Let lM be the order of the image of !. Write [] for the
homomorphism 10 (N)  C*, ( ac
b
d) [ (d mod N). Put 1()=Ker [].
Notations being as above we obtain the following Propositions 1 and 2.
Proposition 1. Let l3 and M1. Let s be an integer M. There
exist an l-adic modular form U(q) of type (k+l&1, k+:) # W(l) on 1()
and an l-adic modular form V(q), whose constant term is 1, of type
(&(l&1) ls, 0) # W(l) on SL2 (Z) such that
(the q-expansion of g)=U(q) \ :

j=0 \
l&s
j + (V(q)&1) j)
and that the coefficient of qn in j=0 (
l&s
j )(V(q)&1)
j is contained in the
place in Q l for every n1.
Proof of Proposition 1. Let !1 denote the character in Lemma 2. By
Theorem 1, the q-expansion of gEl&1 (!&11 ) is an l-adic modular form U(q)
of type (k+l&1, k+:) # W(l) on 1(). Apply Lemma 2. We have
g= gEl&1 (!&11 )(El&1 (!
&1
1 ))
&lsls
=U(q) V(q)l&s=U(q) \ :

j=0 \
l&s
j + (V(q)&1) j+ .
Proposition 1 is proved.
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Proposition 2. Let l=2 and M1. Let s be an integerM. There
exist a 2-adic modular form R(q) of type (k+2, k+:) # W(2) on 1() and
a 2-adic modular form S(q), whose constant term is 1, of type
(&2s+1, 0) # W(2) on SL2 (Z) such that
(the q-expansion of g)=R(q) \ :

j=0 \
2&s
j + (S(q)&1) j+
and that the coefficient of qn in j=0 (
2&s
j )(S(q)&1)
j is contained in the
place in Q 2 for every n1.
Proof of Proposition 2. By Theorem 1, the q-expansion of gE2 (!&11 ),
which is of weight k+2, is a 2-adic modular form R(q) of type
(k+2, k+2+:) # W(2) on 1(). Use Lemma 4. Recall S(q)=E2 (!&11 )
&2s.
Then from g=(gE2 (!&11 )) E2 (!
&1
1 )
&1, we have g=R(q) S(q)2&s=R(q)
(j=0 (
2&s
j )(S(q)&1)
j) where R(q) and S(q) satisfy Proposition 2. Proposi-
tion 2 is proved.
Case (i) of Corollary in the introduction is a direct consequence of
Theorem 1 proved in Section 1.
Propositions 1 and 2 imply Case (ii) of Corollary in the introduction.
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2
Let l2 be a prime number and k be a positive integer. Let f be a
primitive cusp form of weight k that satisfies the assumption of Theorem
2. Since f is a common eigen-function of all the Hecke operators Tk ( p)
with ( p, lN)=1, we have f # Gk (Nqlm, .) for some Dirichlet character
. # (ZNqlmZ)*7. Through
(ZNqlmZ)*$(ZNZ)*_(1+qZl)(1+qlmZl)_(ZqZ)*
we write .= } ! } | as in Section 2 and the introduction. Let : # ZwZ be
such that |( y mod q)= y: for all y # +w where w=|(ZqZ)*|. Hence
|={:. Let lM be the order of the image of !. Let L denote the place in
Q l . Let !1 be the primitive Dirichlet character whose conductor divides
qlm such that !1 (n)=!(n) for all n # Z with (n, l)=1. If M>0, let
Ew (!&11 ) denote the Eisenstein series in Propositions 1 and 2. If M=0,
let Ew (!&11 ) denote 1. We have Ew (!
&1
1 )#1 mod L, cf. the proofs of
Lemmas 2 and 4. If l3, r being an integer such that r#: mod w and
|L(1&r, {&:)| l>1 let Er ({&:) denote the Eisenstein series obtained by
substituting r for kn in (3) in the proof of Lemma 1. If l=2, let
Er ({&:)=E j2(0, :) and r= j2 (0, :). We have Er ({&:)#1 mod L. Let E be
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the Eisenstein series of weight a on SL2 (Z) defined in Section 1. Recall
a=l&1 if l5; a=4 if l3. We have E#1 mod l. Now put
g= fEw (!&11 ) Er ({
&:) E, which is a cusp form # Gk+w+r+a(Nqlm, ). We
have g#f mod L. Apply Lemma 1 for h= g with 1=1(). Then g is an
l-adic modular form of type (k+w+r+a, k+w+r+a) # W(l) on 1().
Write lc+1=qlm. If c=0, use limr   Tr(gAl
r
)= g. If c1, use (1) in the
proof of Lemma 1 recursively. In that proof we see that there is a cusp
form F1 # Gk$ (1()) for some positive integer k$ with integral q-expansion
such that g # F1 mod L. Hence f # F1 mod L. Apply [3, Lemme 6.11].
We get a primitive cusp form F satisfying Theorem 2 for f. Here
F # Gk$ (1())/Gk$ (11 (N)) and k$#k+: mod w.
Using our proof of Lemma 1 more minutely (and the well known
property on |Wl in the theory of new forms), we can choose a primitive
cusp form F satisfying Theorem 2 for f so that F # Gk$ (N, ("
&c
)l
c
) and that
f#g#F mod L with some positive integer k$ with k$#k+: mod w where
"=Frobl |K used in Lemma 1. (Here recall lc+1=qlm, namely, c=m if
l3; c=m+1 if l=2. )
Theorem 2 is proved.
Remark 1. Theorem 2 for l=2 is new. ‘‘Theorem 2 for l3’’ is Ribet’s
Theorem (2.1) in [8]. Our proof for l3 is however a little different from
Ribet’s.
APPENDIX
A Method Using Rigid Analysis
One basic fact about one dimensional connected affinoids X we will use
is that if F is a locally free coherent sheaf on X, U is a residue class of X,
sn are sections of F on X, then sn converges to a section s of F if and only
if the sequence sn |U converges coefficientwise to an element r # F(U) and
moreover if this occurs s |U=r.
Let Zi (Nq) denote the connected component of the ordinary locus
containing the cusp  in Xi (N, q) for 11 (N) & 1i (q) (i=0, 1). Then
X0 (N, q) is an affinoid and Z0 (Nq) is canonically isomorphic to the
ordinary locus in X1 (N).
Theorem A. Suppose k # Z and i # ZwZ. Then the q-expansions of sec-
tions of |k (Z1 (Nq)) of characters {i are the l-adic modular forms of type
(k, k+i) # W(l) on 11 (N).
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Proof of Theorem A. First we prove that sections of |k on Z0 (Nq)
are l-adic modular forms of type (k, k) # W(l) on 11 (N). Suppose
F # |k (Z0 (Nq)) over R and suppose m0 is an integer and gm is a classi-
cal modular form of weight k+s(l&1) for some integer s on 11 (N) over
R such that F(q)#gm (q) mod qlm. Let h=(E sl&1F& gm)ql
m. Then, h is a
section of |k+s(l&1) on the complement of the supersingular points in the
reduction of X1 (N). It follows, that for large r, Arh is a global section of
|k+(s+r)(l&1). We may suppose s+r#0 mod lm and k+(r+s)(l&1)2.
Let f be a lifting of Arh to a classical form on 11 (N) of weight k+
(s+r)(l&1). Then
F(q)#El&1 (q)s+r F(q)#gm (q)+qlmf mod qlm+1.
Let gm+1= gm+qlmf. Then, the sequence [gm (q)] converges to F(q).
Conversely suppose [gm] is a sequence of classical forms of weights km
such that gm (q) converges to a series F(q) and km converges to k in
Zl_ZwZ. Then gm E (km&k)(l&1)l&1 is in |
k (Z0 (N)) as soon as (km&k)
(l&1) is an integer and this sequence converges to a section of |k on
Z0 (N).
Suppose F # |k (Z1 (Nq)) has character {i. We will consider two cases.
Case (i), l is odd or i=0 and Case (ii), l=2 and i=1. Let G=F and j=0
in case (i) and FE and j=1 in case (ii). Let kn be an integer such that
kn #0 mod ln and kn #i& j mod w. Then, GEkn may be identified with a
section of |k& j+kn on Z0 (Nq) and so by what we showed above is con-
gruent to the q-expansion of a classical form fn on 11 (N) modulo qln of
weight congruent to k+i mod w and k& j mod ln. So
fn (q) E j (q)#F(q) Ekn (q)#F(q) mod qln.
Thus F(q) is an l-adic modular form of type (k, k+i) # W(l) on 11 (N).
Now suppose F(q) is an l-adic modular form of type (k, k+i) # W(l) on
11 (N). Then there are classical forms fn of weights kn on 11 (N) such that
kn #k mod ln, kn #k+i& j mod w and fn (q)#F(q)E j mod qln. It follows
that gn := fnE j+(k&kn) # |k (Z1 (Nq)) with character {i and gn (q)#F(q)
mod qln. Hence, F(q) is the q-expansion of an element of |k (Z1 (Nq)) with
character {i. This proves Theorem A.
Corollary of Theorem A. Suppose F is a modular form on G(N, n):
=11 (Nq) & 10 (ln) with character {i with respect to the action of (ZqZ)*.
Then F(q) is the q-expansion of an l-adic modular form of type
(k, k+i) # W(l) on 11 (N).
Proof of Corollary of Theorem A. Let X(N, n) be the modular curve
over Ql corresponding to G(N, n) and |(N, n) be the weight one sheaf
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on X(N, n). The corollary follows from the fact that the natural map
fn : X(N, n)  X(N, 0) induces an isomorphism between the connected com-
ponent in the ordinary locus in X(N, n) containing the cusp  in G(N, n)
and Z1 (Nq), and moreover f n*|(N, 0)=|(N, n).
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